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Preparation
✴✴ You✴should✴be✴able✴to✴talk✴about✴your✴research✴in✴all✴these✴ways:✴

A✴6-second✴introduction✴
A✴45-second✴elevator✴pitch✴
A✴5-minute✴emergency✴talk✴
A✴15-minute✴conference✴talk✴with✴slides✴
A✴50-minute✴job✴talk

✴✴ Who✴is✴your✴audience?✴At✴best✴there✴will✴be✴people✴there✴who✴
don’t✴know✴the✴terms✴and✴history✴of✴your✴discipline;✴perhaps✴no-
body✴will.✴Simplify✴jargon,✴not✴the✴story.

✴✴ Go✴to✴seminars✴and✴make✴notes✴on✴what✴doesn’t✴work.✴Go✴to✴a✴
talk✴outside✴your✴area:✴how✴does✴it✴feel✴to✴be✴lost?✴Get✴angry✴with✴
speakers✴who✴waste✴your✴time.

Structure
✴✴ Don’t✴let✴PowerPoint✴structure✴your✴talk✴for✴you—plan✴on✴paper✴

first.✴Be✴able✴to✴give✴the✴whole✴talk✴if✴your✴computer✴were✴to✴die.

✴✴ Write✴down✴the✴story✴of✴your✴talk.✴Decide✴on✴your✴take-home✴
message.✴Imagine✴an✴audience✴member✴explaining✴your✴talk✴to✴a✴
friend✴afterwards.✴What✴do✴you✴want✴them✴to✴say?

✴✴ Start✴with✴the✴big✴picture,✴narrow✴to✴the✴three✴or✴four✴points✴you✴
want✴the✴audience✴to✴remember,✴and✴expand✴to✴the✴big✴picture✴
again,✴putting✴your✴points✴in✴context.✴People✴often✴forget✴to✴do✴
this✴last✴part.

✴✴ Imagine✴your✴talk✴as✴a✴conversation✴with✴the✴audience,✴with✴visu-
als✴to✴back✴up✴your✴key✴points.✴Most✴talks✴do✴it✴the✴opposite✴way,✴
with✴visuals✴of✴pictures✴and✴text✴at✴the✴forefront✴and✴the✴presenter✴
reduced✴to✴a✴“guide✴at✴the✴side”.

PowerPoint
✴✴ PowerPoint✴is✴evil✴and✴wants✴your✴presentation✴to✴be✴bad.✴

✴✴ Never✴read✴slides.✴Don’t✴use✴slides✴as✴prompts✴for✴your✴talk.✴They✴
are✴only✴your✴backup.

✴✴ Don’t✴use✴bullets,✴except✴perhaps✴on✴your✴handout.✴Talks✴are✴not✴
for✴spoonfeeding✴bites✴of✴simple✴text✴to✴your✴audience.

✴✴ Show✴pictures,✴not✴text✴(a✴few✴words✴on✴the✴pictures,✴perhaps).✴
Show✴maps,✴graphs,✴data,✴photos✴of✴your✴research.

✴✴ When✴choosing✴fonts,✴avoid✴Arial✴and✴Times✴(especially✴Times✴
Bold).✴Microsoft✴has✴created✴several✴new✴fonts✴intended✴for✴screen✴
display:✴Georgia,✴Verdana,✴and✴Trebuchet.✴Arial✴Black✴is✴also✴worth✴
considering✴as✴a✴bold✴heading✴font.✴

✴✴ There✴is✴no✴absolute✴size✴rule✴for✴fonts;✴it✴depends✴on✴the✴size✴of✴
the✴room,✴the✴screen,✴and✴the✴projector.✴However✴30✴pt✴is✴a✴good✴
minimum✴size,✴and✴it✴will✴prevent✴you✴from✴putting✴too✴much✴text✴
on✴the✴screen.✴Have✴someone✴with✴glasses✴read✴out✴your✴text✴from✴
the✴back✴of✴the✴room!

Practise
✴✴ Never✴go✴over✴time.✴They✴will✴hate✴you.✴The✴best✴way✴not✴to✴do✴so✴

is✴to✴practise—not✴in✴your✴head,✴for✴real,✴in✴front✴of✴people.

✴✴ Tape✴yourself.✴Learn✴your✴verbal✴and✴physical✴tics.✴Squash✴them.

✴✴ Walk✴through✴your✴presentation✴in✴the✴actual✴room,✴on✴the✴actual✴

Edward Tufte’s polemic against PowerPoint 
is summarised at www.wired.com/wired/
archive/11.09/ppt2.html. “PowerPoint allows 
speakers to pretend that they are giving a talk, and 
audiences to pretend they are listening.” 

Donald Norman disagrees, but still has little time 
for PowerPoint: www.sociablemedia.com/articles_
norman.htm. “The best talks I have ever heard had 
no slides at all.”

If you don’t have any images, why are you showing 
slides? If your talk would be boring without clip art, 
why are you giving it?

We are all nervous about giving talks, but they 
are a fabulous way to test-drive your research, 
help you write papers and your thesis, and attract 
colleagues and collaborators.

Some presenters like the successive build of bullet 
points because it helps micromanage the audience, 
but this slows down the speed of information 
transfer enormously and makes everyone passive 
and sleepy. Show pictures! Go fast!  Slides are free! 
Show lots! As Scott McCloud puts it, “it’s better for 
the audience to be half a second behind than five 
minutes ahead.”

These three you should be ready 
to do with no preparation

Georgia, Verdana, Trebuchet, 
and Arial Black

Commonly seen in bad presentations:
Reading slides, podium hugging, monotone, clutter, 
complex diagrams, transition effects, quiet, going over 
time, small fonts, and too much information



computer,✴if✴you✴can.✴Switching✴between✴different✴machines✴usu-
ally✴makes✴graphics✴go✴awol,✴fonts✴switch✴(especially✴fancy✴bul-
lets),✴and✴movies✴crash.✴Test✴the✴lights,✴volume,✴and✴AV✴controls.

✴✴ Make✴the✴slides✴immediately✴preceding✴your✴conclusion✴a✴bit✴op-
tional,✴and✴practise✴jumping✴straight✴to✴the✴“money”✴slide✴in✴case✴
you✴get✴derailed✴or✴start✴late.

✴✴ If✴you✴possibly✴can,✴run✴your✴PowerPoint✴from✴your✴own✴laptop✴
(but✴practise✴connecting✴it✴to✴the✴projector✴so✴that✴goes✴seam-
lessly).✴If✴you✴can’t,✴test✴and✴fix✴every✴slide✴well✴ahead✴of✴time,✴and✴
avoid✴fancy✴video✴or✴sound.✴

Delivery
✴✴ Give✴out✴a✴handout.✴The✴handout✴can✴have✴references,✴full✴con-

tact✴details,✴data✴tables,✴and✴charts.✴Never✴just✴print✴your✴slides.✴
Nobody✴reads✴those.

✴✴ Dress✴like✴the✴second-best-dressed✴lecturer✴in✴your✴department.

✴✴ Laser✴pointers✴are✴horrid.✴Use✴a✴big✴stick.

✴✴ If✴you✴pace✴about,✴plant✴your✴feet,✴and✴make✴determined✴moves✴to✴
a✴particular✴place.✴If✴you✴gesticulate,✴do✴it✴slowly✴and✴deliberately,✴
at✴chest✴height,✴and✴drop✴your✴hands✴from✴time✴to✴time.

✴✴ You’re✴speaking✴to✴a✴single✴person,✴not✴to✴the✴crowd.✴He✴or✴she✴is✴
sitting✴near✴the✴back.✴Make✴eye✴contact,✴and✴change✴the✴person✴
from✴time✴to✴time.

✴✴ To✴start✴a✴presentation,✴A)✴right-click✴on✴its✴file✴and✴choose✴Show,✴
or✴B)✴Save✴As✴type✴=✴PowerPoint✴Show,✴and✴double-click✴that✴file:✴
both✴avoid✴you✴having✴to✴launch✴the✴presentation✴in✴design✴view.✴
If✴it’s✴already✴open,✴F5✴starts✴the✴show,✴Shift-F5✴starts✴it✴from✴the✴
current✴slide✴(Control-Shift-S✴and✴Control-Shift-B✴respectively✴on✴
a✴Mac),✴and✴Esc✴stops✴it.✴

✴✴ Page✴Down,✴right/down✴arrow,✴or✴(best✴of✴all)✴the✴space✴bar✴go✴to✴
the✴next✴slide;✴page✴up✴or✴left/up✴arrow✴goes✴back✴one.✴Home✴goes✴
to✴the✴start,✴End✴to✴the✴end.✴Type✴a✴number✴and✴press✴Return✴to✴
go✴to✴that✴particular✴slide.✴Learn✴to✴Hide✴and✴Show✴the✴pointer,✴
to✴right-click✴to✴go✴to✴a✴slide✴by✴title,✴and✴(especially)✴to✴show✴the✴
pen,✴draw,✴erase,✴and✴hide✴the✴pointer✴again.✴All✴these✴tips✴are✴
available✴with✴F1✴(Help)✴when✴the✴show✴is✴running,✴and✴right-
clicking✴makes✴many✴of✴them✴appear✴in✴a✴popup✴menu.

✴✴ Finish✴with✴a✴blank✴slide,✴not✴acknowledgements✴(or✴just✴make✴the✴
screen✴white✴with✴the✴W✴key).✴You✴could✴also✴pick✴your✴best✴data✴
slide✴and✴leave✴that✴up✴during✴questions.

✴✴ Don’t✴be✴defensive✴in✴question✴time.✴Imagine✴you’re✴all✴on✴the✴
same✴side,✴exploring✴this✴interesting✴problem✴together.

More tips, from Doc Searls   
0. Use your emotions. Emotions are real. They 

authenticate us. And they’re much more inter-
esting than the absence of them.

1. Talk with your hands. Look at Tom Peters, 
who gets dozens of thousands of dollars for 
emoting loudly and chopping the air with 
hands. Or listen to Rush Limbaugh, who be-
comes a visual presence on the radio just by 
pounding the table and rattling papers.

2. Converse, don’t perform. Nobody listens as a 
group. They listen only for themselves. Talk to 
each of them. Address individuals in the audi-
ence. Look them in the eye, then look at the 
next one. Connections are personal. You have 
the stage for the moment, but really you’re in 
half a conversation. If you succeed, you’ll start 
hearing the other half from all over the audi-
ence. 

3. Use first and second person voices. This is 
about me and you. Not other people.

4. Command the space. The stage is yours. 
Move around. Don’t stay behind the podium, 
if there is one. Step out into the open, where 
you can talk without any barriers between 
you and your audience. Get into a place 
where you can see the screen as well as they 
can.

5. Stand to the left of the screen. People read left 
to right. They should start with you and move 
to the screen.

6. Break the flow. In the middle of your talk, turn 
off the screen (if you can) and change the 
subject. Bring props and show them to the 
crowd. Kill all threats to monotony.

7. Rehearse at least twice. Get comfortable with 
everything you’re talking about, not just your 
“script.” Words are hard to remember. Mean-
ing is easy. You get meaning across if you 
don’t stumble over your words. And you won’t 
stumble if you’ve rehearsed often and well.

8. Watch yourself. This is why a coach is so im-
portant. It’s shocking to see yourself on tape, 
and awful to get critiqued by an amateur. But 
there’s no better lessons than the ones you 
learn by watching yourself and learning from 
your mistakes.

9. Edit aggressively. Less is more. Create a mar-
ket for your next presentation by leaving the 
sequel out of this one.

— http://www.searls.com/present.html

Essential shortcuts

 F5 start show

 Esc stop

 space next slide

 left previous slide

 b black screen

 w white screen


